Summit Vehicle Inspection Stations at Naval Base — An Important Contribution to Homeland Defense

Following on the heels of tremendous success with projects at naval air stations across the US, Summit is pleased to announce its most recent contribution to homeland defense at another naval base. The contract, which involves the supply and installation of several Vehicle Inspection Stations, will allow the Department of the Navy to immediately augment base security.

(PRWEB) November 14, 2003 -- The Vehicle Inspection Stations, similar to facilities supplied by Summit to military bases around North America (pictured right), feature Titan profiles as a design base. As with every Summit Structure, the Inspection Stations will utilize the highest quality building components available to meet the site demands and budget of the customer. The proven ViperSteel galvanized frames are built in accordance with strict military specifications, and meet or exceed all regional building codes. Building sizes will range in clear-span widths from 12Â¬Â³ to 70Â¬Â³, and will provide the Navy with modular, re-locatable buildings that can be deployed to any number of locations on or off the naval base. For the exterior fabric membrane, SummitÂ’s Duraweave FR fabric represents durability and cost-effectiveness.

SummitÂ’s Vehicle Inspection Stations are specifically designed to accommodate a variety of inspection methods. Key details allow for initial visual inspections from a safe distance, undercarriage inspection, and 2-way traffic flow.

An aggressive project timeframe was of primary importance to the Department of the Navy. From the time of contract, Summit will meet a 60-day schedule for delivery of materials to site. Perhaps even more impressive, Summit installation crews will be on site as materials arrive and work a mere 3 weeks to install all the buildings in the contract Â— without any interruption to routine base proceedings.

This contract brings the total number of Summit Structures supplied to the Department of the Navy, alone, to nearly 40. Summit has a strong presence at naval bases on either coast Â— meeting a wide variety of building needs. From sunshades for individual aircraft, to the most dependable clear-span hangar structures available, Summit truly is the Ultimate Building Solution for military and commercial aviation facilities.

To visit or discuss this structure, contact SummitÂ’s Structures at 877-413-7197.
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